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Gift a life made bright
Natural and science-backed light therapy 
solutions for better wellbeing of your people



Happy employees are  
productive employees.
Help your people feel energised and positive with our clinically 
proven light therapy solutions.



Our corporate service

Our focus is on improving your 
employees’ everyday wellbeing, 
both in and out of their workplace. 
Lumie sleep/wake up lights are 
the perfect corporate Christmas 
present, giving the gift of better 
sleep and waking. Our SAD and 
energy lamps deliver effective 
light therapy for improved focus, 
alertness, productivity and mood, 
whether at home or in the office.

For everyday 
wellbeing The process of working with us is 

transparent and smooth. You are 
always in the loop, and we take 
pride in progressing the project  
in a timely manner. 

We’re here to meet your all of your 
needs, whether it’s pricing, order 
quantity or logistics to deliver  
the best service and delight  
your employees.

Flexible & personal
While many electronic devices 
become obsolete after a single 
season, our lights are made to  
last. We offer the best warranty 
on the market, and are dedicated 
to making our products as durable 
and repairable as possible. 

We believe it is not only fair to  
our customers, but also better  
for our planet.

Made to last
Having partnered with several 
major gifting brands, we have  
a proven track record of fulfilling  
a large number of corporate 
orders. Our lights have been 
chosen and trusted by hundreds  
of thousands of people worldwide.

Trusted by 1000s



Our story

A trusted light therapy 
brand that cares for you
Lumie is a British brand of light therapy devices with  
a single purpose: to boost your sense of wellbeing by helping 
you feel great during the day and sleep tight every night.  
Our products have been carefully developed to deliver the 
best user experience and swift results — right out of the box 
and for the years to come.

For over three decades we’ve been specialising in light 
therapy and light therapy only — we even invented the  
world’s very first wake up light in 1992! We have since spent 
many years refining and growing our product ranges using  
the best scientific knowledge available. 

Working to regulate your circadian rhythms, Lumie lights 
help put you back on the right track in a natural way. Easy, 
convenient and safe to use, our products continue to deliver 
on our brand’s promise of a life made bright.



Lumie invented the world’s first  
wake-up light in Cambridge in 1992

30 years of research 
and development
Lumie has been on a mission to improve the quality of sleep, waking, 
mood and wellbeing since 1991, helping people with light therapy in  
a natural, safe and risk-free way.



Light therapy has been proven effective for the 
treatment of sleep problems such as circadian 
rhythm sleep disorders and insomnia.

The effects of light therapy on sleep problems:  
A systematic review and meta-analysis.

Sleep Med Rev. 2015

Exposure to an artificial morning dawn simulation 
light linked to improvement in well-being, mood,  
and cognitive performance.

Effects of artificial dawn and morning blue light on daytime 
cognitive performance, well-being, cortisol and melatonin levels

Chronobiol Int. 2013

“Our study confirms the efficacy of using a dawn simulator such as 
Lumie Bodyclock for treating SAD as an alternative to bright light 
therapy. Preference for one type of treatment or the other is roughly 
equal although those with moderate depression tend to prefer bright 
light therapy.”
Dr Konstantin Danilenko

Dawn simulation vs. bright light in seasonal affective disorder: Treatment effects and subjective preference

Journal of Affective Disorders, July 2015

Research highlights



Our clients

We worked with Lumie to fulfil a corporate Christmas gifting 
request from a major retail employer for their 12,000 staff.  
The client and its staff were absolutely delighted with the product. 
Lumie were flexible and fair in meeting our and the client’s delivery 
and packaging requirements, and most of all were able to fulfil our 
request with very little notice.“

“The process was transparent, smooth, and timely 
from the first point of enquiry to the final stage  
of delivery.

Our client wanted to gift the staff a wellbeing product that was 
used in the home and could benefit their families. We proposed 
Lumie Sunrise Alarm,  which fitted the budget and also was the 
right size and weight to be included as the gift in our refreshment 
box. The Lumie Team were able to supply us with products suitable 
for different markets (EU/UK plugs), which was perfect.”

“The service and communication we received  
was excellent, and on time. The feedback from  
the client was really positive.

Lumie is rated Excellent based on 1,231 reviews on



Sleep  
/ Wake-up lights

Lumie wake-up lights are like 
a personal sunrise, a gradually 
brightening light that gently 
rouses you from sleep so that 
you feel naturally wide awake, 
more energised and ready for 
the day ahead. At bedtime, 
a fading sunset creates an 
environment where sleep 
comes easily, leaving you 
rested and refreshed when  
you next wake.



PERFECT FOR...

Sunrise Alarm Bodyclock Rise 100 Bodyclock Glow 150

Gifting

Read more
Read more Read more

Sunrise and sunset effects for a natural way  
to wake up and fall asleep. 

With coloured mood lighting and 5 wake sounds.

30 minute gradual sunrise and fading sunset 
feature for better sleep and brighter waking.

Adjustable light intensity, optional alarm beep 
and tap-control snooze.

Adjustable gradual sunrise and fading sunset 
duration and intensity.

With a selection of 10 sleep/wake sounds, 
including tropical birdsong and calming waves.

https://www.lumie.com/products/sunrise-alarm
https://www.lumie.com/products/bodyclock-rise-100
https://www.lumie.com/products/bodyclock-glow-150


SAD 
/ Energy lights

Just as sunlight naturally 
makes you feel good, 
topping up with extra bright 
light during a working day, 
especially in the winter months, 
has been proven to put you 
in a better mood and make 
you feel more awake. Each 
session boosts your energy 
levels, alertness, focus and 
productivity. Most people see  
a big change in just a few days!



PERFECT FOR...

Desklamp Vitamin L Halo

Optimising your working environment

Read more Read more

Read more

Touch control light levels and adjustable neck, 
excellent for reading or working.

Effective light treatment for SAD and winter  
blues, using blue-enriched white LEDs.

Simulates sunlight to improve mood, energy  
and focus, while treating symptoms of SAD.

Slim and portable, making it easy to transport 
from home to office.

Multifunctional light therapy lamp designed to bring 
harmony into your day am-to-pm, all year round.

Simulates sunlight in Day Mode to improve mood, 
energy, focus and performance while working. 

Reduced-blue light in Evening Mode to promote  
rest and relaxation

https://www.lumie.com/products/desklamp-sad-light
https://www.lumie.com/products/vitamin-l-sad-light
https://www.lumie.com/products/halo


The process
Delivering excellent customer service is at the heart of what  
we do. We are great communicators, always at the ready to 
listen and understand how we can best help you balance  
the needs of your business and your employees. 1.
Our team will work closely with you to ensure the offer meets 
your budgetary goals, fits your company culture and, most 
importantly, boosts the wellbeing of your employees.2.
Once a delivery date and specific instructions are agreed,  
we manage every step of the process to ensure efficient  
and timely fulfilment.3.
We deeply care about our lights long after we pass them on 
to our customers. We offer the best warranty on the market, 
and are dedicated to making our products as durable and 
repairable as possible - and our Customer Care team is  
always at the ready to answer any questions or offer support.

Get a reply 
within hours

CONNECTION

Receive your  
custom offer

TAILORED OFFERING & SERVICE

For your peace  
of mind

FULFILMENT

Positive feedback  
& swift results

DELIGHTED EMPLOYEE

4.



Let’s delight  
your employees

To place an order or receive  
your tailored offer, contact us at:

corporate@lumie.com
lumie.com

mailto:corporate@lumie.com
https://www.lumie.com/

